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the compusoft group provides the solutions, services and solutions that turn vision into reality
and turn facts into action. with over 25,000 employees, compusoft offers an unrivaled portfolio of

industries, products and solutions, along with a wide range of expertise in technology,
consulting, systems, materials, services and training. headquartered in denver, colorado, usa,

the compusoft group is a member of the s&p midcap 400 index, has a market cap of over usd 13
billion and is included in the dow jones sustainability index. as of december 31, 2019, the

compusoft group had revenue of over usd 19 billion and a net book value of more than usd 4.4
billion. for more information, visit compusoft.com. david tombre, chief executive of compusoft,

said: we are excited by the opportunity this combination presents to create a leading provider of
vcpq solutions for home and commercial spaces.given compusofts presence in europe and 2020s
presence in north and south america, the two businesses are truly complementary. our priority

remains our customers success and together we will provide an enhanced offering across
support, content, innovation and technology. which winner version is right for me? find out which
one is right for you! with over 30 years of product development, winner remains at the forefront
of the industry, and we are constantly innovating and refining the way we provide our customers

with the best experience. this is why winner can look forward to an even brighter future,
together. about compusoft winner winner brings together compusoft and compusoft winner to
provide solutions to the furniture and window and door industry. winner has a proven record of

success and continues to lead the way with innovative products and technology.
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2020 and compusoft will
continue to operate as

separate entities with the
2020 brand retaining all its

businesses and organizations,
including its sales and

support teams. all products
and services will continue to
be available under the 2020
and compusoft brands and

their logos and brand assets.
ta associates will assume the
role of sponsor to 2020 and
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compusoft, which will
continue to be the primary
sponsor of the combined
company’s activities and

brand. ta associates has also
agreed to participate in the
combined company’s capital
planning process. the winner
team plan is an easy to use

and efficient system that
makes it possible for the
store to handle a large

number of orders from a
single point of contact. it
gives you the necessary

information on your sales
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performance and the level of
service you provide, together

with all the information
necessary to manage your

activities. you have the ability
to perform a number of tasks
efficiently, from the sale of a

single unit to the sale of
several units, from the sale of
the entire store to the sale of
a single unit. the winner team
plan allows you to process a
large number of sales and

orders in an easy and
efficient manner. our

designer software winner flex
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gives you everything you
need to design and create

stunning kitchens and
bathrooms. winner flex is

cloud-enabled and allows you
to design and manage your

projects from anywhere in the
world. you can manage all

aspects of your projects, from
the sales and design process
to the installation. winner flex

is an easy-to-use software
and provides a host of

features and automation tools
to manage and complete your

projects. winner flex gives
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you a comprehensive view of
your business and makes it
possible for you to see your
projects from one screen.
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